In the current study, a quantum-cascade-laser-based dual-comb spectrometer (DCS) was used to paint a detailed picture of a 1.0 ms high-temperature reaction between propyne and oxygen. The DCS interfaced with a shock tube to provide pre-ignition conditions of 1225 K, 2.8 atm, and 2% p-C3H4/18% O2/Ar. The spectrometer consisted of two free-running, non-stabilized frequency combs each emitting at 179 wavelengths between 1174 and 1233 cm -1 . A free spectral range, , of 9.86 GHz and a difference in comb spacing, , of 5 MHz, enabled 4 µs time resolution. The accuracy of the spectrometer was confirmed using a suite of independent laser diagnostics and indicates an auspicious future for DCS in high-energy reaction kinetics.
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Energy systems involving high temperatures, high pressures, and fast reactions rely on absorption spectroscopy for fundamental research and field diagnostics [1] [2] [3] . However, measurements of extreme conditions are fundamentally challenging due to short timescales and complex thermochemistry that is often present. For such environments, high-bandwidth measurement of a spectral surface (absorbance as a function of wavenumber and time) could provide sufficient information for speciation, thermometry, and knowledge of quantum state populations in non-equilibrium environments. Existing broadband measurement techniques, such as Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometers or rapid-tuning broadscan external cavity quantum cascade lasers [4] , provide impressive spectral coverage but are mechanically limited to low timeresolutions. When time-resolution is imperative, a common workaround involves probing a mixture's spectrum at discrete wavelengths using a suite of laser diagnostic systems [5] . Such efforts offer limited spectral information, hence limited information about the system under interrogation.
Accelerating advances in the field of quantum-cascade-laser (QCL) frequency combs has led to the development of mid-IR, solid-state spectrometers that have attracted considerable attention in the recent literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, the recent advent of quantum-cascade-laser frequency comb technology has enabled the development of compact, all-solid-state frequency combs in the mid-IR for rugged and practical engineering systems [8, 10] .
In this Letter, we demonstrate a mid-infrared QCL-based dual-comb spectrometer (DCS) capable of microsecondresolved, single-shot measurements of energetic gas phase reactions. Specifically, an aggressive chemical reaction, propyne oxidation, was studied using a pressure-driven shock tube equipped with two frequency combs and a suite of independent, validation diagnostics. This Letter details the dual-comb spectrometer employed, provides a demonstrative propyne oxidation measurement, and concludes with a study of DCS accuracy.
The DCS developed for the current study relies on two free-running QCL-based frequency combs, each spanning about 60 cm -1 . The native emission power of each comb was >500 mW resulting in >2 mW per comb tooth on average. Slight detuning of the repetition frequencies f1 and f2 (approximately 0.3 cm -1 or 9.86 GHz) results in a set of beating frequencies between pairs of spectral lines, which were equidistant and separated by ∆frep = f1 -f2 (typically about 5 MHz). The shortest achievable time resolution of such a configuration is tres=2/∆frep, which was less than 0.5 µs. The combs emitted at 179 different wavelengths from 1174 to 1233 cm -1 providing access to known high-temperature absorption features for alkynes and water [11, 12] .
An overview of the experimental setup is provided in Fig. 1 and illustrates the frequency combs and other validation diagnostics on a shock tube with a bore of 14.13 cm. The emission from the pair of QCL combs were coaligned and split to yield two combined beams. The first (reference) beam was attenuated and focused onto a reference HgCdTe (MCT) detector, while the second (sample) beam was attenuated and transmitted through wedged ZnSe windows in the shock tube. After traversing the shock tube, it was directed through a long pass filter and focused on another MCT detector. The superimposed wavelengths of light from the two frequency combs heterodyned on each detector and generated a frequency comb in the RF domain spaced at ∆frep. The detectors were digitally sampled at 2.0 GHz and recorded a sequence of interferograms spaced at a period of 1/∆frep (0.2 µs). In the time domain, a representative multi-heterodyne signal from the DCS is shown in Fig. 2 An example DCS measurement of the multi-heterodyne signal is presented in the RF spectrum of Fig. 2(b) , as well as an FTIR measurement of the corresponding optical output from each comb. The power in each beat-note is proportional to the product of the electric fields of the two contributing laser modes, and therefore, a change in beat-note intensity can be converted to attenuation in the optical domain. The attenuation at each optical wavelength was calculated, adjusted by a pre-experimental background measurement, and normalized by an unattenuated signal. The absorbance of the mixture at each wavelength was then determined using the Beer-Lambert relation.
Notably, the spectral separation of the superimposed laser lines contributing to an individual beat-note varied from 50 to 900 MHz; however, an average frequency for each superimposed pair of comb teeth was used for absorbance. Accordingly, the optical resolution of the current setup was limited to 900 MHz (0.03 cm -1 ). The optical resolution could be increased by accounting for the separation of the laser lines explicitly, and recovering the system's intrinsic resolution of < 5MHz. Before and after each experiment, the spectrometer was calibrated against the well-known spectrum of polyethylene. While no active wavelength stabilization method was used during an experiment, a comparison of the pre-and post-shock calibration indicated drift of < 100 kHz.
In addition to the DCS, two separate laser diagnostic systems, shown in Fig. 1 , were employed simultaneously to monitor the reaction. A scanned-wavelength diagnostic for water was used to measure a water absorption transition at 4029.5 cm -1 using a wavelength-tuned interband cascade laser (ICL) with a scan repetition rate of 5 kHz [13] . Secondly, a fixed-wavelength laser diagnostic for propyne detection was used at 2999.55 cm -1 using an additional ICL. Propyne oxidation was selected as the chemical reaction of interest due to a blended broadband absorption feature of propyne and wealth of narrow absorption transitions of water between 1174-1233 cm -1
. The absorption feature of propyne is derived from the P-branch of the second harmonic of propyne's -CH in-plane vibrational bending mode [11, 14] . At high-temperatures, nearly the entire P-branch of the propyne absorption feature is accessible using the DCS system. The absorption features of water are derived from the P-branch of an in-plane symmetric bending mode [14] . During the oxidation reaction, the mixture's spectrum evolved in time as the broadband spectrum of propyne transformed into the finely featured spectrum of water. Data from all diagnostics are presented in Fig. 3 for an example shock tube experiment. The pressure-driven, stainless steel shock tube shown in Fig. 1 was used to propel a shock wave at Mach 2.2 into a test gas mixture initially with a composition of 2% pC3H4/18% O2/80% Ar, a temperature of 298 K, and a pressure of 75 Torr. The lowest pressure and absorbance measurements in Fig. 3(a & b) , located before -75 µs, indicate this pre-shock region. Upon the arrival of the first shock wave, there is a step change in pressure and absorbance of the test gas, seen in Fig. 3(a & b) at -75 µs, as the mixture is heated and pressurized to 720 K and 0.7 atm. At this time, the tail of the propyne absorption feature first appears in Fig. 3(b) near 1225-1230 cm -1 and the apex of the feature rests just beyond the domain limit of 1233 cm -1 . After 75 µs, the reflected shock wave arrives (defining time-zero) and provides another pressure increase that is visible in Fig. 3(a) . At time-zero, chemistry is assumed to be momentarily frozen and the mixture is at 1225 K and 2.8 atm. Also at time-zero, the system undergoes a rapid redistribution of the state populations, which shifts the crest of the propyne feature seen in Fig. 3(b) to approximately 1220 cm -1 . Soon after, oxidative pyrolysis begins and propyne is slowly consumed for the subsequent 0.75 ms. During the pyrolysis process, propyne was observed on the separate propyne-specific diagnostic and showed agreement to the overall decomposition rate registered by the DCS, shown on the left of Fig. 3(c) . All simulations (shaded areas) used the USC Mech. II kinetic mechanism [15] .
After a residence time of approximately 0.75-0.9 ms, exponential growth of the radical pool takes hold and the mixture ignites. Formation of water during ignition was observed by both the DCS and the scanned-wavelength water diagnostic. In Fig. 3(b) , water formation is represented by a brush of fine absorption lines just before 0.9 ms. These absorption features agree with the measurement of H2O, shown on the right of Fig. 3(c) . Experimental test times were on the order of 4 ms before an expansion wave quenched the sample. In addition to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 provides a representation of the DCS measurement at three instants in time. Furthermore, a video is provided in the supplemental material of this Letter to show the evolving spectrum during the test time. Markedly, there are subtle time-dependent changes to the mixture's spectrum that can only be discerned with timeresolved broadband measurements. For example, there is an observable shift in the absorption spectra of propyne from high to low wavelengths during 0 to 0.75 ms in Fig. 4 , due to an increasing temperature. Fig. 4 . Forward-time-averaged (100 µs) slices of the DCS measurements from the case study of propyne oxidation (2% p-C3H4/18% O2 in Ar, 1225 K, and 2.8 atm). Gray traces indicate the spectrum at preceding 0.25 ms time-steps.
Quantitative speciation measurements were performed using the diagnostics described above and compared to a kinetic model, shown Fig. 3(c) . For measurement of propyne and water mole fractions using the DCS, a vectorized BeerLambert system was formulated as presented in Eq. 1. The system included: W a weighting parameter matrix, K a crosssection matrix (cm -1 atm -1 ), ⃗ a mole fraction vector, and ⃗⃗ (cm -1 atm -1) a vector of the pressure-and path-lengthnormalized absorbance at each DCS wavelength as a function of time. The formulation of the Beer-Lambert system is discussed in detail in supporting literature [5] .
Eq. 1
The diagonal of the weighting matrix was set as the wavelength-and time-dependent SNR of the DCS, where the SNR was assessed from the standard deviation of the signal at each wavelength during a 4 ms measurement with no absorbing medium present. Temperature-dependent absorption cross-sections were determined for propyne through a series of additional non-oxidative 2% p-C3H4/98% Ar experiments ranging from 1100 to 1400 K. Water crosssections were collected from a series of fuel-lean hydrogen oxidation experiments (2-4%H2/2-4% O2 at 1670-2030 K) and methane oxidation experiments (4.5% CH4/9% O2/Ar near 2900 K) to generate a well-modeled post-ignition environment [15] . These independent experiments provided the absorption cross-sections that were not available through existing experimental or theoretical databases. Cross-section correlations across all 179 wavelengths were assumed to have a linear temperature dependence.
By employing this weighted optimization procedure, the mole fractions were found to be in agreement with the validation diagnostics and USC Mech. II, with fluctuations in the mole fraction of water roughly correlating to the pressure shown in Fig. 3(a) . While spectroscopic models and modeling platforms exist for water [12, 16, 17] , these resources are recognized to be undeveloped in the 1200 cm -1 region. At this time no hightemperature models exist for propyne. Accordingly, the accuracy of the spectrometer was tested by using another independent laser diagnostic. A rapidly-tunable externalcavity QCL was used to scan over the same portion of the spectral region as the DCS. A full description of the scanned QCL laser methodology is provided in the literature [4, 18] . Nonoxygenated mixtures of 2% p-C3H4/Ar were studied to compare each diagnostic. Experiments using the scanned-QCL were limited to temperatures below 1130 K, where the propyne was thermally stable for the 2 ms scan time. A common condition of 1122 K and 3 atm was tested for both systems and the results are shown in Fig. 5(a) . Strong agreement is visible between the DCS and the QCL spectra. The DCS measurement in Fig.  5 (a) only includes data that met a minimum standard deviation of the unattentuated signal of 0.15, as calculated using the methods described above. Figure 5 (b) extends the validation to a broader range of temperatures. For each experiment, the wavenumber corresponding to peak of the P-branch of propyne was recorded. Temperatures were kept above 1000 K to ensure propyne maintained a broadband structure for the conditions tested. A linear relation, ∝ √ , was derived from Boltzmann statistics and is demonstrated by the data in Fig.  5(b) . Strong agreement exists between each diagnostic system within the measurement uncertainty.
In summary, a single-shot, mid-infrared dual-comb system was demonstrated to resolve propyne oxidation kinetics with a measurement rate of 0.25 MHz. The natural noise rejection and temporal resolution of the multiheterodyne signal showed merit in the high-enthalpy test environment. The DCS system was validated against a suite of independent laser diagnostics with strong agreement demonstrated. Lastly, the diagnostic system showed the ability to resolve quantum mechanical (rovibrational) state population information directly correlated to temperature. As spectroscopic models and high-temperature cross-section databases improve, the accuracy of the system can be assessed further. As mid-IR dual-comb spectroscopy emerges, the study of high-enthalpy reacting and non-equilibrium environments offers a wide canvas of opportunities on which DCS can make a lasting impact. 
